A novel trust mechanism based on Fog Computing in Sensor–Cloud System
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ABSTRACT

In recent years, Sensor–Cloud System (SCS) has become a hot research issue. In this system, there are some cyber security problems that can be well solved by the trust mechanism. However, there are still some deficiencies in existing trust mechanisms, especially for the SCS underlying structure. We proposed a fog-based hierarchical trust mechanism for these cyber security deficiencies. This hierarchical mechanism consists of two parts, trust in the underlying structure and trust between cloud service providers (CSPs) and sensor service providers (SSPs). For trust in the underlying structure, the behavior monitoring part is established and implemented in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), and the fine-grained and complicated data analysis part is moved to the fog layer. For trust between CSPs and SSPs, it focuses more on the real-time comparison of service parameters, the gathering of exception information in WSNs, the targeted quantitative evaluation of entities and so on. The experimental results indicate that this fog-based hierarchical structure performs well in saving network energy, detecting malicious nodes rapidly and recovering misjudgment nodes in an acceptable delay. Furthermore, the reliability of edge nodes is well guaranteed by data analyses in the fog layer and an evaluation strategy based on similar service records is put forward.

© 2018 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

SCS is an effective combination of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) and Cloud Computing, which bonds physical sensor nodes, applications and users together [1]. SCS solves some deficiencies which are in traditional wireless sensor networks, like the sensor-node-sharing problem that applications monopolize physical sensor nodes, the data-analyzing problem that WSNs cannot cope well with large amounts of data analysis tasks due to limitations in term of memory, energy, computing power and so on, the user-away-from problem that users cannot get heterogeneous network services as sensing-as-service, etc. [2,3]. Some researchers suggest that Cloud Computing can solve WSNs' deficiencies based on its advantages in terms of technology and economics, so the concept of SCS generates and becomes a hot issue [4]. It virtualizes physical sensor nodes to Cloud so that end users can obtain required sensor data by using virtual sensor services [5]. SCS not only provides users with customized services, but also improves the utilization of sensor nodes by way of making various services no longer occupy physical sensors alone.

However, there are some cyber security problems in SCS that need to be solved, like privacy, internal attacks and external attacks [6,7]. The traditional security mechanism, like encryption, authorization, authentication, does well in curbing external attacks [8,9]. However, it is lack of effective resistance on internal attacks due to malicious attackers entering the network by legal identities [10,11]. In SCS, some internal attacks become more serious, which occur in the wireless sensor networks layer and the junction between the wireless sensor networks layer and the cloud layer, for the immaturity technology of SCS and WSNs' limitations in computing power, storage capacity and energy [12–14].

A well designed trust mechanism can find malicious entities and eliminate security risks by monitoring behaviors of internal attack entities [15,16]. Moreover, the trust mechanism is more suitable for WSNs than the traditional security mechanism due to its light weight in cyber security [17,18]. However, the research
on the trust mechanism of SCS is not perfect, especially in the Sensor–Cloud underlying structure. There are many aspects that should be concerned, such as energy consumption of establishing trust mechanism in WSNs, how to find hidden data attack, how to ensure outer nodes credible and how to recover misjudgment sensor nodes. In addition, there are two problems that need to be solved in the establishment of trusted third-part. (1) How to establish the trust relationship that is SSPs to CSPs. CSPs have some characteristics, such as the service similarity, the service dynamics, the changing service quality and so on [19, 20]. (2) How to establish the trust relationship that is CSPs to SSPs. SSPs may provide tampered data, do not guarantee real-time data, submit low quality data and so on. The quality of service (QoS) of SCS is ensured by the quality of data that are from WSNs. To solve these problems, we adopt Fog Computing, which is closer to WSNs and can be designed as a trusted third party, for Fog Computing can extend Cloud Computing to the network edge [21]. In this paper, we proposed and designed a fog-based hierarchical trust mechanism for SCS in detail. In summary, we add the fog layer in Sensor–Cloud for following three objectives:

(1) The fog layer can reduce energy consumption, detect malicious nodes rapidly and recover misjudgment nodes in an acceptable delay.

(2) The fog layer can secure the whole WSNs from a global perspective and realize more functions, such as ensuring edge nodes credible and finding hidden data attacks.

(3) The fog layer can assist CSPs and SSPs in establishing trust relationship in a more comprehensive and credible means.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces SCS structure, Fog Computing and development of trust mechanisms in SCS. Section 3 gives network model and design framework. Section 4 describes detailed design of trust mechanism. Section 5 provides analyses of experimental results. The last Section concludes this paper.

2. Related work

2.1. The general SCS structure

The general SCS structure consists of the user layer, the cloud layer and the wireless sensor networks layer as shown as Fig. 1. For the wireless sensor networks layer, researchers focus on the management strategy that aims at how to efficiently and optimally improve the utilization of physical sensor nodes, that is to say, a physical sensor node should service multiple sets of applications; for the cloud layer, the main work is establishing virtual sensor groups corresponding to physical sensor nodes and allocating virtual sensor nodes to users according to their requirement, in other words, users will not need to pay attention to the design and organization document of WSNs, which achieves great implementation efficiency and operation flexibility; for the user layer, the focus is on the design of application software and user interfaces that help users accurately publish requirements and find available resources. SCS is applied in environmental monitoring, disease surveillance, wildlife monitoring, remote sensing, agriculture and irrigation control, and so on [22, 23].

2.2. The trust mechanism in SCS

For security breaches, they can exists in every part of SCS, such as data generation, data transmission, in-network processing and the cloud [24]. In WSNs, captured nodes can lead to fake sensor data through producing fake sensor data in data generation and providing some fake sensor data in in-network processing. Moreover, captured nodes can also steal data through many routing attacks, such as Sybil attack, wormhole attack and so on. In cloud, the data owner loses the direct control of sensor data, and the attacker can breaches data integrity and availability by malicious virtual machines (VMs). Trust management and trust dynamics are a decision aid complementary to cryptography, authentication, and stenography.

In SCS, there are two very critical and barely explored issues. The one is fake services among Cloud Service Users (CSUs), Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) and Sensor Network Providers (SNPs), which occurs in CSPs–CSUs and SNPs–CSPs. Another is that CSPs and CSUs likely select low trust and reputation service providers without the help of a trust and reputation calculation and management system. To solve these problems, Zhu et al. [25] proposed an authenticated trust and reputation calculation and management (ATRMC) system. ATRMC can avoid malicious impersonation attacks, moreover, it can help CSUs choose desirable CSPs and assist CSPs in selecting appropriate SNPs. To improve the quality of service (QoS) of Sensor–Cloud, Zhu et al. [26] proposed Trust-Assisted Sensor–Cloud (TASC), where trusted sensors and trusted data centers are selected to assist data transmission from sensors to users. However, there should be more service parameters that should be considered during the establishment of trust and reputation among CPUs, CSPs and SNPs, such as real-time, similarity and integrity.

To protect sensor data in the cloud, Henze et al. [27] proposed a trust point-based security architecture, which is a security-enhanced gateway against unauthorized access. In this trust model, there are three parts, which are the producer domain (sensor nodes and gateway devices, data owners), the storage domain (cloud, cloud providers) and the consumer domain (services, service providers). The trust point is an enhanced gateway device, which locates between data owner and cloud and guarantees the security of data transmission. However, it cannot guarantee that sensor data and cloud providers are credible.

In WSNs, trust models are divided into the node trust model and the data trust model [15, 28, 29]. In the node trust model, there are two types, the centralized trust model and the distributed trust model. For the centralized trust model, a base station or cluster head do trust value calculations for sensor nodes. It takes the base station or cluster head more burden in communication, computing, storage and so on. For the distributed trust model, sensor nodes do
trust value calculations by themselves. The more trust evidences are collected or the more complicated the theory for trust calculation is, the more resources of network are consumed, which is bad to resource-constrained WSNs. In the data trust model, the key is how to distinguish modified data and original data. Many researchers pay more attention in WSNs, such as sensor node identity, data similarity and data forwarding delay. However, it will consume more network resources when the data trust is established in WSNs.

There are many types of trust models in Cloud, such as feedback based, agent based, log based, authentication based and SLA (Service-Level Agreement) based [30]. For SCS, its three layers can be abstracted as three entities that are CSUs, CSPs and SSPs. Most researchers focus on how to establish trust on CSPs, but there are few studies on trust relationships of CSPs to SSPs or CSPs to CSUs. Moreover, the trust value has timeliness and locality. So, when updating trust values, there are more factors that should be considered, such as service dynamics, user cultural differences, demand diversification and evaluation criteria deviation. To some extent, the scalable evaluation standard and the detailed assessment criteria are two important directions of SCS trust mechanisms in the future.

Moreover, these systems are lack of concrete methods in detecting hidden data attacks, reducing energy consumption in WSNs, recovering misjudgment nodes, ensuring edge nodes credible and establishing a trusted and real-time third party among three entities of SCS.

### 2.3. Fog Computing

Fog Computing is proposed firstly by Cisco, which aims to extend Cloud Computing to the edge of network [31]. It is applied to many fields, such as vehicle networking, smart grid, smart city and WSNs. The definition of the fog [32]: “fog computing is a scenario where a huge number of heterogeneous (wireless and sometimes autonomous) ubiquitous and decentralized devices communicate and potentially cooperate among them and with the network to perform storage and processing tasks without the intervention of third parties. These tasks can be for supporting basic network functions or new services and applications that run in a sandboxed environment. Users leasing part of their devices to host these services get incentives for doing so”. Fog Computing is located between Cloud Computing and edge networks, with low latency, location awareness, mobility, real-time, supporting heterogeneous devices and so on.

### 3. Preliminary

#### 3.1. WSNs model

WSNs can be composed of multiple cluster structures with the efficient data collection and node management capability. The cluster structure is expressed as managing many adjacent sensor nodes that are in same geographic area or implementing monitoring functions by the mutual cooperation among many adjacent sensor nodes. A cluster structure consists of more than one cluster heads and many intra cluster nodes that cooperate with others to complete some tasks. Many cluster structures are combined together to realize complex network function with lower energy consumption. In the design, we adopt a multi-cluster-heads structure which is not only convenient to manage intra cluster nodes but also realizes the mutual supervision among cluster heads. Ho et al. in [33] proposed a ladder diffusion algorithm to reduce routing loops and extend network lifetime. Based on this routing algorithm, we do a change that nodes can transfer data to peer layer and upper layer. The sketch map of SCS underlying structure is shown as Fig. 2.

### 3.2. A novel framework for trust mechanism in SCS

We propose a new framework to solve some problems in trust mechanisms of SCS as shown as Fig. 3.

In this framework, the fog layer has three main functions. (1) The fog layer acts as a trust buffer zone between the cloud layer and the wireless sensor networks layer, which mainly focuses on three parts, collecting network state evidences, recording service details and monitoring service parameters. (2) The fog layer executes some tasks, such as data pre-processing, temporary storage, small-scale calculation and providing Cloud with services. (3) The fog layer has virtualization capability and node task allocation mechanisms, which transfer virtualization from the cloud layer to the fog layer. For the establishment of trust mechanism in SCS, the fog layer does well in three aspects. The first one is that the fog layer gets the whole trust state of WSNs. The second one is that the fog layer can deal with some data analysis tasks to find hidden data attacks, ensure edge nodes credible and recover misjudgment nodes. The third one is that the fog layer assists in establishing trust relationships between CSPs and SSPs through evidences collected and service records. There are three major database centers in the fog layer, which are the sensor database, the event control database and the service providing database. The sensor database mainly
stores impermanent real-time data from WSNs, which can be used for some data analysis tasks; the event control database mainly does some judgments about exceptions uploaded from WSNs; the service providing database mainly provides CSPs with data services and does some monitoring tasks on service parameters.

3.3. Analysis of the novel trust mechanism

Fog Computing is the extension of Cloud Computing, so some security mechanisms that are in Cloud Computing can be used to ensure the security of Fog Computing, such as access control, audit, authentication and some complex trust mechanisms. In this paper, we mainly focus on two parts of this trust mechanism in SCS, which are among entities and in the underlying structure.

For the establishment of trust among three entities in the fog layer, there is a simple example. Before a service transaction, SSP and CSP negotiate service contents and store standard service parameters in the fog layer. In the course of service transaction, the fog layer monitors both SSP and CSP. On the one hand, the fog layer monitors SSP’s service parameters and records exceptions happening in WSNs. The trust state of SSP is partially updated based on these monitoring values in real-time. On the other hand, the fog layer also partially updates trust state of CSP based on comparing real-time service parameters and standard service parameters. After the service transaction finishes, the detailed service record is stored in the fog layer. In other service transactions, this record will be used to calculate trust values of CSP and SSP.

For the establishment of trust in the underlying structure, the data processing capability of sensor nodes is limited, so the trust mechanism is designed into three levels with the advantage of Fog Computing. The first level is the gathering of observation values among physical sensor nodes and the calculation of direct trust, which just requires less computing workload; the second level reacts to some abnormal events, such as frequent routing failure, longer data forwarding time, larger difference between new and old trust value; the third level does data processing, like calculating global trust state of WSNs, discovering hidden data attacks, recovering misjudgment nodes and so on.

4. Design of trust mechanism

4.1. Direct trust among nodes

There are many behavior characteristics which can be observed to evaluate the trust state of nodes during node interaction process. However, the more characteristics are collected, the more difficult the system implementation becomes due to some restrictions should be followed, such as energy consumption, network load and others. We choose the packet loss rate, the route failure rate and the forwarding delay as evidences to assess the trust state of node.

The packet loss rate, $\text{Trust}_{\text{packet}}$, refers to the ratio that the number of data packets lost by recipient occupies the proportion of the total data packets in a communication cycle, which represents a type of evidence that can indicates node state or node whether is breached; The route failure rate refers to the ratio that the number of routing packets discarded by recipient occupies the proportion of the total routing packets sent by sender during an interval of time, which can be used to judge network state; The forwarding delay, $\text{Delay}_{\text{forwarding}}$, refers to the time interval from receiving data to forwarding data when relay node transfers data, which represents a type of evidence that node has been compromised or has serious fault. The source node can use these evidences to establish a direct trust relationship on cooperative nodes. Moreover, the observation value of node behavior may fluctuates with the change of environment and network load, so the history trust value, $\text{Trust}_{\text{history}}$, is added into direct trust calculation to reduce the misjudgment rate of normal nodes and the unnecessary waste of network resources. The formula of direct trust is shown as (1).

$$\text{Trust}_{\text{direct}} = (w_1 \cdot \text{Trust}_{\text{packet}} + w_2 \cdot \text{Trust}_{\text{history}}) \times \text{Delay}_{\text{forwarding}}$$ (1)

Where $\text{Delay}_{\text{forwarding}}$ is a very important evidence of serious security problem, which is considered that a relay node has modified data. When the time interval is greater than threshold, the value of $\text{Delay}_{\text{forwarding}}$ is set 0, otherwise 1. If $\text{Delay}_{\text{forwarding}}$ exception occurs, the value of $\text{Trust}_{\text{direct}}$ is 0. Otherwise, the value of $\text{Trust}_{\text{direct}}$ is determined by $\text{Trust}_{\text{packet}}$ and $\text{Trust}_{\text{history}}$ based on the weighted algorithm.

For weighted values, $w_1 + w_2 = 1$. To reduce node energy consumption in the data transmission, the trust detection period among nodes is maximized in a reasonable range. In this case, the trust value may become too old to really reflect the present trust state of node. So we cut down the weight of $\text{Trust}_{\text{history}}$ by formula (2).

$$w_2 = \text{real}_1 \times \text{Period}_{\text{network}} \times \exp(-\text{real}_2 \times \text{Period}_{\text{network}})$$ (2)

Where $\text{Period}_{\text{network}}$ is the time interval from the last update to now. $\text{real}_1$ and $\text{real}_2$ are two real numbers that are set at initialization.

Theorem 1. The larger the value of $\text{Period}_{\text{network}}$ is, the faster it converges to $\text{Trust}_{\text{packet}}$.

Proof. Firstly, we take derivative of the function to check its changing trend. Then, we find out the descent region of this function. Finally, an appropriate descent region is selected for the weight setting of $\text{Period}_{\text{network}}$.

$$\begin{align*}
(w_2)' &= (\text{real}_1 \times \text{Period}_{\text{network}} \times \exp(-\text{real}_2 \times \text{Period}_{\text{network}})') \\
&= \text{real}_1 \times (1 - \text{real}_2 \times \text{Period}_{\text{network}}) \\
&\times \exp(-\text{real}_2 \times \text{Period}_{\text{network}}) \\
\end{align*}$$ (3)

$$(w_2)' = 0 \text{ then } \text{Period}_{\text{network}} = \frac{1}{\text{real}_2}$$ (4)

We can find that the curve goes down with $\text{Period}_{\text{network}}$ larger than $\frac{1}{\text{real}_2}$. The curve drops dramatically in the front part and declines stably in the latter part. To achieve an ideal result, the value of $\text{real}_2$ can be set in [0.7, 1] and the value of $\text{real}_1$ is set according to $\text{real}_2$, which can assign different weighted values to $\text{Trust}_{\text{history}}$ according to different $\text{Period}_{\text{network}}$. □
4.2. Comprehensive trust among nodes

In this level, the source node requests recommendation values from its trust adjacent nodes when it finds some exceptions of adjacent nodes. Meanwhile, the source node also sends these exceptions to the fog layer to analyze the trust state of every node in this area. If these abnormal nodes are identified as malicious, the fog layer would inform cluster head to isolate these malicious nodes.

Exceptions in WSNs are divided into three categories, which are the route failure rate exception, the forwarding delay exception and the difference value exception. The routing failure is a normal phenomenon in WSNs, but it is considered as an exception when the route failure rate is up to threshold in a certain period of time. When the forwarding delay surpasses threshold, a forwarding delay exception occurs. The difference value exception is that the difference value between new trust value and historical trust value is beyond the reasonable range. The general formula of recommendation trust calculation is shown as (5).

\[ Trust_{\text{recommendation}} = \sum_{i \in \text{set}(\text{neighbor})} w_{ij}(i,j) \times Trust_{j,k} \]  (5)

Where set(neighbor) is a trust node set of the source node. Trust\(_{j,k}\) is the trust value of node j to node k. However, the source node has different trust values to different adjacent nodes. In this case, there should be some mechanisms to properly decrease the impact of low performance nodes. Here, we sort trust table of the source node from small to large by trust values, then calculate the weighted value of every adjacent node by an arithmetic progression, as formula (6).

\[ w_{ij}(i,j) = \frac{1}{\sum_{i}^n k} = \frac{2}{n(n+1)} \]  (6)

Where parameter i is the location value of nodes in the ordered trust table and parameter n is the node number in set(neighbor).

To be specific, Trust\(_{\text{recommendation}}\) gives the source node an advisory opinion, and the final decision of the source node is based on Trust\(_{\text{direct}}\) and Trust\(_{\text{recommendation}}\) as shown as (7). The weighted value of Trust\(_{\text{direct}}\) is larger than Trust\(_{\text{recommendation}}\), and \( w_3 + w_4 = 1 \).

\[ Trust_{\text{synthesis}} = w_3 \times Trust_{\text{direct}} + w_4 \times Trust_{\text{recommendation}} \]  (7)

Theorem 2. A small proportion of malicious recommendation nodes cannot decide Trust\(_{\text{recommendation}}\).

Proof. The most trusted node of the source node has the greatest weighted value, which is \( \frac{2}{n+1} \). The difference between weighted values of two adjacent nodes in trust table is \( \frac{2}{n(n+1)} \). When \( n \) is in \([2, 3, \ldots, n]\), the corresponding greatest weighted value is \( \frac{2}{2 \times 3} = \frac{2}{6} \). The larger \( n \) is, the smaller the weighted value of every node has. \( \square \)

4.3. Data analysis in the fog layer

There are three types of data analysis in the fog layer. The first type recovers misjudgment nodes and detects hidden data attacks, which is based on trust tables, historical sensor data and network topology. The second type inspects whether there are some malicious nodes or malicious recommendation nodes after receiving exceptions from WSNs, which is based on trust tables, recommendation tables, historical sensor data and network topology. The third type is concerned about the credibility of edge nodes, which is based on trust tables and sensor data correlation.

All sensor nodes send change values of trust table along with sensor data to the fog layer during a certain period, and the source node sends the recommendation table along with sensor data to the fog layer after finishing the recommendation trust calculation. The fog layer periodically analyzes the global trust state of every node and verdicts whether there are misjudgment nodes and hidden data attacks. Moreover, based on these global trust state of nodes, we can predict some network status, like network load, residual energy of nodes, and so on.

Some malicious nodes provide wrong sensor data to lead users make wrong decisions. These nodes are more difficult to find, for they behave normally when they communicate with other nodes. Within the same area or the same cluster, there are some data correlation phenomena, such as sensor data from several nodes in the same geographical position are similar, sensor data from several nodes in different geographical positions show gradualness, sensor data from several nodes moving together have trajectory correlation. The fog layer can process simultaneously sensor data from several nodes and analyze whether there are malicious nodes through some data correlation phenomenon indicators, such as variation trend, fault-tolerant interval, similar trajectory, and so on. The fog layer is closer to WSNs, so the delay of detecting hidden data attacks is acceptable. We carry on a multi-path operation to analyze sensor data from different nodes. The process structure is shown as Fig. 4.

Here, we mainly consider nodes that realize the same function in the same geographical position. The formula is show as (8).

\[ Array = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} \text{Count}_{\text{crest}} \cup \text{degree}, & X_{\text{crest}} - X_{\text{trend}} > 0 \\
\text{Count}_{\text{trend}} \cup \text{degree}, & X_{\text{trend}} - X_{\text{trend}} < 0 \end{array} \right. \]  (8)

Where we use Array to store the crest, the trough, and the degree. Count\(_{\text{crest}}\), indicates the crest of sensor data curve, which is recorded as 1. Count\(_{\text{trend}}\) indicates the trough of sensor data curve, which is recorded as −1. degree is the difference value between two adjacent sensor data. The judgment of crest/trophic is continuous two negative/positive values after a positive/negative value, and the continuous crest/trophic occurs when the change value of sensor data is zero after a crest/trophic record. At every time point, Array records state value \((1, -1, 0)\) and degree value in Array.

For edge nodes, they have less communications with other nodes comparing to inner nodes. We set shorter period detect for edge nodes in WSNs. Moreover, the fog layer will scan and analyze trust state of edge nodes in a shorter period.

4.4. Establishment of trust relationship between SSPs and CSPs

The trust relationship among CSPs and SSPs is divided into two parts. One is the trust relationship of CSPs to SSPs, and the other is the trust relationship of SSPs to CSPs.

4.4.1. Trust relationship of CSPs to SSPs

For CSPs, they expect that data from SSPs should meet some requirements, such as no tampering, integrity, timeliness and precision. However, a service user may does not require service providers to meet all needs, that is to say, service providers only need to meet the specific requirements of the service user. So, there should be some special recommendation mechanisms to find CSPs that offer good services in special aspects. Fog Computing can deal well with these problems. The trusted third party based on Fog Computing can ensure SSPs reliability through three parts as shown as formula (9).

\[ Trust_{\text{SSPs}} = w_5 \times Trust_{\text{service}} + w_4 \times Trust_{\text{WSNs}} + w_7 \times Trust_{\text{CSPs}} \]  (9)

Where Trust\(_{\text{service}}\) is the trust value for service parameters. Before a service transaction, SSPs and CSPs negotiate service parameter
standards. Then, the fog layer monitors these service parameters during a transaction in real-time, and contrasts these service parameters with standard values. If the value of a monitored service parameter is in the reasonable range, the record of this parameter is 1, else 0. Finally, \( Trust_{service} \) is calculated through different weighted values of service parameters. \( Trust_{WSN} \) is the trust value for WSNs, and it is based on exception information records of WSNs. If a WSN has more exceptions in a transaction, it would be given a lower value. \( Trust_{CSP} \) is a type of trust value that is calculated through the record information of other CSPs in the fog layer. There are two steps that are used to decide the selection of CSPs, the general recommendation calculation \( R_{general} \) and the similar recommendation calculation \( R_{similar} \). Some CSPs are selected into a candidate list, whose service records contain all requested service parameters. \( R_{general} \) assigns all selected CSPs to different sets which are classified by the number of redundant parameters. Then, the trust value of every SSP is separately calculated in different sets. Finally, some abnormal CSPs are excluded from candidate list according the change rule of trust value among different sets. \( R_{similar} \) is an optimal selection strategy, which has many principles that can be selected by service users. \( Trust_{CSP} \) is calculated with these selected CSPs. \( w_5, w_6 \) and \( w_7 \) are three weighted values and set at initialization depending on users’ different requirements, and \( w_5 + w_6 + w_7 = 1 \). The value of \( Trust_{service} \), \( Trust_{WSN} \) and \( Trust_{CSP} \) is in range 0 to 1.

4.4.2. Trust relationship of SSPs to CSPs

For SSPs, they expect services that are provided by CSPs should meet some criteria, such as reliability, security, friendliness, controllability, stability and so on. These indicators are important for SSPs to establish trust on CSPs. The fog layer can monitor these indicators in real-time. The trust relationship of SSPs to CSPs consists of two parts as shown as formula (10).

\[
Trust_{SSPs} = w_8 Trust_{service1} + w_9 Trust_{CSP}
\]  

(10)

Where \( Trust_{service1} \) is the trust value of CSPs’ service parameters that is similar to \( Trust_{service} \). \( Trust_{CSP} \) is calculated with some selected SSPs, whose selection process is similar to \( Trust_{CSP} \). In the fog layer, there are some databases that are used to store service records of a certain time. \( w_8 \) and \( w_9 \) are two weight values and set at initialization depending on users’ different requirements, and \( w_8 + w_9 = 1 \). The value of \( Trust_{service1} \) and \( Trust_{CSP} \) is in range 0 to 1.

5. Evaluation

The experiment platform is MATLAB R2016b. There are six cluster structures with more than three hundred nodes which are randomly deployed in the wireless sensor networks layer. Every cluster is divided into three levels, where the outer layer has more nodes than the inner layer. In every cluster structure, cluster heads can receive sensor data packets from six nodes simultaneously. The maximum delay time from WSNs to the fog layer is set as seven communication cycle. These parameters are shown in Table 1. In the fog layer, there are some record that are close to real records.

### Table 1 Simulation parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network protocol</td>
<td>The Ladder Diffusion Algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number of Clusters</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number of Cluster Heads</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number of Cluster Nodes</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number of levels</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The maximum delay</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1. The trust update status of nodes

There are two types of trust mechanisms, which are the periodic update and the aperiodic update. For the aperiodic update, nodes update trust states of their adjacent nodes when detecting abnormal behaviors. There are some flaws in the aperiodic update, such as too little attention to edge nodes and older trust states of nodes, the experiment result is shown as Fig. 5(a). The aperiodic update cannot detect malicious nodes in time. For the periodic update, nodes update trust values of their neighbor nodes when the period time is over. There are also some disadvantages in the periodic update, like taking up too much storage and computing resources, lowering network communication performance and so on, whose experiment result is shown in Fig. 5(b). Our design is based on the periodic update. We set that the trust updating cycle at outermost layer is the same to the periodic update, which can be found obviously in Fig. 5(b) and 5(c). We can lengthen the trust updating cycle at inner layer with the help of Fog Computing, which can avoid more waste of resources in the periodic detection as shown as Fig. 5(c). Three experimental results above consider the number of trust updating times in every level of WSN, and the network load increases based on augmenting the number of data-generation nodes.

Fig. 5(d) shows a total number of trust updating times in a shorter test time. From these experimental results, we can get three pieces of information. (1) For the aperiodic update, the number of trust update times gradually increases with more random nodes selected to transmit data. (2) For the periodic update, it maintains a steady state. However, there is a slight reduction from 6 to 24 on the x-axis, the reason is that the direct trust update reduces the number of periodic update times. (3) For our design, we can get more biggish advantage when the updating cycle is lengthened. When the WSN gets congested, the network transmission capacity decreases and the number of trust updating times increases due to frequent routing failures. Compared with the periodic update, our design can save network energy and maintain network performance by reducing the number of periodic update times.

![Fig. 4. The structure of data analysis.](image-url)
5.2. The detect speed of malicious nodes

There is no need for too frequent trust updating, for internal attacks occurs in a special time and frequent updating will occupy more transmission and computing resources. We compare the detect speed of malicious nodes between our design and the periodic update.

Malicious nodes can be detected from two parts, the wireless sensor network layer and the fog layer. Because the delay time in the fog layer is slightly longer than that in the wireless network layer, the malicious nodes detection in the fog layer is introduced as an aided detection. The detect speed of the periodic update is shown in Fig. 6(a), and Fig. 6(b) shows the detect speed of our design. In the experiment, we separately placed malicious nodes in different levels of network when initializing, which spend more time than in the process of mechanism running. Experiment results show that the detect speed of malicious nodes gets faster with the increasing of network load except for the outermost layer, because the trust state of nodes is updated more frequently when the network load gets larger. In Fig. 6(c), we randomly place malicious nodes in three levels that indicates a more intuitive downward trend. Even though there are some delay problems in detect speed, we can take advantage of Fog Computing to get the whole trust state of WSNs through some data analyses, such as the hidden data attack detection and the anomaly detection of monitor values.

5.3. The recovery of misjudgment nodes

The service capabilities of nodes may fluctuate with the change of environment and themself electricity consumption. So some nodes show unusual behaviors in some cases, such as the biggest change of environment, low battery and transient fault. Almost all trust mechanisms do not consider these cases, we solve these problems in the fog layer by data analysis.

This experiment scene is that the number of data-generation nodes is 18 in one communication cycle, and we add one kind of condition every five communication cycles after the network is initialized. As shown as Fig. 7, there are some malicious nodes added to network when initializing at (1). After six communication cycles, the periodic update and our design find malicious nodes at the same time. We add general malicious nodes at (2). After (2), malicious nodes are detected by both trust mechanisms after a fewer of communication cycles. The cleanup program of malicious nodes is executed at (3) and the environment is changed at (4). After the change of environment, nodes that are sensitive to environment show abnormal behaviors which can be misjudged as malicious nodes. During this period, there are no malicious nodes actually. For these misjudgment nodes, the fog layer analyzes whether these nodes are true malicious nodes by trust tables, recommendation trust tables, network topology and long-term sensor data. After an acceptable delay, our scheme can recover misjudgment nodes before the cleanup program at (5).

5.4. The selection for SSPs

For TrustService, it can be get by comparing real-time monitor values and standard negotiation values. For TrustWSN, it can be calculated based on some exception records that is discovered and recorded by the fog layer. For the calculation of TrustSSPs, we will introduce it with a concrete example, such as one CSP wants to select SSPs that can provide with integrality and precision. Before the calculation of TrustSSPs, there is some scoring mechanisms, such...
Table 2
The information record of SSPs in the fog layer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service requirement</th>
<th>Interaction record</th>
<th>Recommendation record</th>
<th>Number of accepted</th>
<th>Check-in time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSP1</td>
<td>SSP1 (60) SSP2 (91) SSP4 (98)</td>
<td>CSP2 CSP3 CSP4</td>
<td>56/58</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSP2</td>
<td>SSP2 (90) SSP4 (95) SSP5 (92)</td>
<td>CSP1 CSP3 CSP5</td>
<td>46/60</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSP3</td>
<td>SSP3 (72) SSP4 (93) SSP5 (82)</td>
<td>CSP1 CSP2 CSP4 CSP5</td>
<td>88/92</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSP4</td>
<td>SSP1 (84) SSP3 (70)</td>
<td>CSP1 CSP2 CSP5</td>
<td>26/29</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSP5</td>
<td>SSP1 (71) SSP2 (70) SSP3 (70) SSP4 (82)</td>
<td>CSP3 CSP4</td>
<td>32/33</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. The comparison of two schemes.

(a) The Periodic Update  (b) Our Design  (c) Result after Data Processing

Fig. 7. The recovery of misjudgment nodes.

as score drops one grade when service parameters are one less than requirement service parameters. In Table 2, we only display some important parameters that is shown as an example. The service requirement stores service parameter records of CSP who has required these service parameters in a past transaction. The interaction record stores SSPs and their trust values, which have provided data to the CSP. The recommendation record stores CSPs that have received recommendation services from the CSP. The number of accepted stores the number of accepted recommendations and total recommendations. The check-in time stores the existence time of the CSP in the fog layer.

Firstly, the fog layer selects service records that are in the acceptable time range as shown as Table 2, where integrality and timeliness are in different sizes of service requirement sets, such as set1 : (CSP1, CSP2), set2 : (CSP3, CSP4), set3 : (CSP5). There are some potential matchup relationship that is SSPs and their advantages in the bracket. (1) SSP1 (no tampering, integrality). (2) SSP2 (integrality, timeliness). (3) SSP3 (no tampering, timeliness). (4) SSP4 (no tampering, integrality, precision). (5) SSP5 (integrality, timeliness). Secondly, \( R_{\text{general}} \) performs. In the calculation of \( R_{\text{general}} \), every SSPs’ average trust value is calculated in different sets, such as [SSP1(60), SSP2(90.5), SSP4(96.5), SSP5(92)] in set1, [SSP1(84), SSP3(71), SSP4(93), SSP5(82)] in set2 and [SSP1(77.5), SSP2(70), SSP3(70), SSP4(82)] in set3. The trust value of one SSP in smaller set should be greater than or equal to that in larger set. So, we can find some abnormal evaluation by this rule, such as CSP1 may is a wrong selection. Thirdly, \( R_{\text{similar}} \) performs. After abnormal recommender are removed, the optimal choice is considered, such as familiarity, popularity and risk. The familiarity is influenced by recommendation records, location of SSPs and reputation. The popularity refers to the accepted number of one CSP’s recommendations. The risk focuses on whether it takes some losses if a young recommender is selected. For an example, CSP3 has more recommendation services than CSP2, and its number of accepted recommendations is larger than CSP2. Moreover, CSP3 stays in the fog layer for a more long time that show it more credible than CSP2. Finally, final recommenders are chosen.

5.5. The selection for CSPs

For the selection for CSPs, its information record table is similar to the selection for SSPs, which also contains the service requirement, the interaction record, the recommendation record, the number of accepted and check-in time. For \( Trust_{\text{CSP}} \), it also is generated by the fog layer based on the comparison between monitored service parameters and standard service parameters. For \( Trust_{\text{SSP}} \), the process of selection is the similar to that of SSPs.

6. Conclusion

SCS becomes more and more popular among many places, and its security issues have been concerned all the time. The traditional security mechanism cannot effectively deal with internal attacks, especially in the SCS underlying structure. There is also lack of a sufficiently trusted third party to establish the trust
relationship between SSPs and CSPs. We design a fog-based hierarch-}
archical trust mechanism to make well up for these deficiencies and
solve resource consumption problems in WSNs, whose the behav-
ior trust among nodes is established in the wireless sensor
networks layer and the data trust of nodes and entities is estab-
lished in the fog layer. Through a more granular data analysis in
the fog layer, we can monitor the whole network trust state,
detect data attacks and recover misjudgment nodes. Moreover, the
fog layer can be built as a credible third party. The experiment
results show that our trust mechanism has some advantages in
some respects, such as reducing energy consumption, ensuring the
trust state of edge nodes and network, detecting some hidden data
attacks and recovering misjudgment nodes.
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